CloudCheckr CMx
Infrastructure with insights. Immediate results.
Cloud management reimagined.
CloudCheckr CMx™ is next-generation cloud management featuring a new
experience for delivering total visibility into your infrastructure—and your
organization. By unifying cloud data from sources all over the enterprise,
your business achieves immediate and actionable insights on how to run and
scale public cloud infrastructure. CloudCheckr CMx is the only cloud insights
solution with the flexibility to meet business requirements at scale.
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How CloudCheckr CMx Delivers
Cloud Governance
The most complex cloud infrastructures are made easy to manage, and govern, with
CloudCheckr CMx. Gaining total visibility into your multi-cloud and hybrid cloud
environment, enables your team to manage cost, invoicing, security, and compliance
to scale cloud usage with confidence.

Cost Management
Make the most of your cloud spend while staying within budget.
•

Identify idle, unused, and underutilized resources based on your
custom parameters

•

Optimize your spend with automated right sizing

•

Mine up to 6 months of data to create highly accurate Reserved
Instance (RI) purchase recommendations

Invoicing
Allocate cloud charges according to your business requirements.
•

Automated invoicing for chargeback or showback

•

Powerful re-rating, with custom charges for resellers and
service providers

•

Arbitrage tools, such as RI unsharing and AWS Savings
Plan deallocation

Security and Compliance
Ensure compliance and prevent misconfigurations that lead to costly
security breaches.
•

600+ best practice checks to instantly identify misconfigurations
and vulnerabilities, many with self-healing automation

•

Get alerted by email, SNS, PagerDuty, Jira, Slack, ServiceNow, or
automatically trigger a Lambda function

•

Score compliance with up to 35 distinct regulatory and industry
standards from CIS, PCI-DSS, HIPAA, NIST, SOC2, ISO, and more

•

Audit-friendly, with up to seven years of read-only records to prove
compliance at any point in time
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Take Control of Your Cloud Environment
Total Visibility
Manage your entire cloud infrastructure in one place. With CloudCheckr
CMx, manage multiple accounts, across multiple clouds, and harness
the agility of the cloud while maintaining full control and oversight
of costs, resources, and security. A robust and complete API allows
technology teams to build integrations with other systems, so you can
easily include cloud insights into your business processes.

Start Fast, Immediate Results
Our flexible architecture makes onboarding easy—with results in days.
You quickly gain control of cloud spend across the organization with a
centralized, automated structure for cost management.

Unrivaled Security & Compliance
Secure, manage, and govern the most sensitive environments in
the world. CloudCheckr CMx continuously monitors your cloud
infrastructure, ensuring complete audit preparedness. You can actively
address issues with a prioritized list of security best practice checks
and automated fixes.

Schedule a demo of CloudCheckr CMx, the next-generation platform
for cloud management, and learn how your organization can
achieve immediate and actionable insights about your public cloud.
cloudcheckr.com/cmx
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About CloudCheckr
We deliver total visibility—across multiple public clouds and hybrid
workloads—making the most complex cloud infrastructures easy to manage.
From government agencies to large enterprise and managed service
providers, CloudCheckr customers deploy our SaaS-based platform to
secure, manage, and govern the most sensitive environments in the world.
Our industry-leading products include CloudCheckr CMx, CMx High Security,
CMx Federal, and CloudCheckr Finance Manager for cost management, billing
& invoicing, cloud security, compliance, inventory & utilization, and cloud
automation.
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